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```c
/*
 * sort_lines -- performs an insertion sort on an array of strings (char*'s)
 * inputs: lines -- an array of strings
 *         n_lines -- the number of lines in the array
 * outputs: lines -- returned in sorted order
 * returns: nothing, but changes array in place
 */
static void
sort_lines (char* lines[], int n_lines)
{
    int sorted; /* outer loop index; number of lines sorted */
    char* current; /* current line being placed into sorted subarray */
    int index; /* inner loop index for placing current line */

    /* We start with a subarray of length 2 already sorted, so
     * we need iterations to sort each larger subarray from length 2
     * up to the full length of the array. */
    for (sorted = 2; n_lines >= sorted; sorted++) {
        /* Keep track of the line being moved into position. */
        current = lines[sorted - 1];

        /* Move other array entries aside to make room for 'current.' */
        for (index = sorted - 1; 0 < index; index--)
        {
            /* Check the order of "current" against the line before
             * that at index. If it's still smaller, move the line
             * and continue the loop. Otherwise, we've found the place
             * to which we must move 'current.' */
            if (strcmp(current, lines[index - 1]) < 0)
            {
                lines[index] = lines[index - 1];
            }
            else
            {
                break;
            }
        }
        /* Store current in the right place. */
        lines[index] = current;
    }
    /* No return value. */
}

/*
 * string_less_than -- is string one "less than" string two (ASCII order)
 * inputs: one -- pointer to first string (that is, to the char*)
 *         two -- pointer to second string (that is, to the char*)
 * outputs: nothing
 * returns: 1 if the first string comes before the second in ASCII order,
 *          0 otherwise
 */
static int
string_less_than (void* one, void* two)
{
    return (strcmp (*((char**)one), *((char**)two)) < 0);
}

/*
 * generic_sort_lines -- performs an insertion sort on an array
 * inputs: base -- start of array
 *         n_elts -- the number of elements in the array
 *         size -- array element size in bytes
 *         is_smaller -- function to call to compare two elements;
 *                        must return non-zero if first element is smaller
 *                        than second element, or zero otherwise
 * outputs: base -- array returned in sorted order
 * returns: 1 on success, 6 on failure
 */
static int
generic_sort_lines (void* base, int n_elts, int size,
                    int (*is_smaller) (void* one, void* two))
{
    char* array = base; /* array pointer (used for pointer arithmetic) */
    void* current; /* current element being placed into sorted subarray */
    int sorted; /* outer loop index; number of lines sorted */
    int index; /* inner loop index for placing current line */

    /* We first allocate a space to hold one element. */
    Current = malloc (size);
    if (NULL == current) {
        return 0;
    }

    /* We start with a subarray of length 2 already sorted, so
     * we need iterations to sort each larger subarray from length 2
     * up to the full length of the array. */
    for (sorted = 2; n_elts >= sorted; sorted++) {
        /* Keep track of the line being moved into position. */
        memcpy (current + (sorted - 1) * size, size);

        /* Move other array entries aside to make room for "current." */
        for (index = sorted - 1; 0 < index; index--)
        {
            /* Check the order of "current" against the line before
             * that at index. If it's still smaller, move the line
             * and continue the loop. Otherwise, we've found the place
             * to which we must move 'current.' */
            if (is_smaller (current, array + (index - 1) * size))
            {
                memcpy (array + index * size, array + (index - 1) * size, size);
            }
            else
            {
                break;
            }
        }
        /* Store current in the right place. */
        memcpy (array + index * size, current, size);
    }
    /* Get rid of the temporary space. */
    free (current);
    /* Return success! */
    return 1;
}
```

static int
generic_sort_lines (void* base, int n_elts, int size, int (*is_smaller) (void* one, void* two))
{
    char* array = base; /* array pointer (used for pointer arithmetic) */
    void* current; /* current element being placed into sorted subarray */
    int sorted; /* outer loop index; number of lines sorted */
    int index; /* inner loop index for placing current line */

    /* We first allocate a space to hold one element. */
    current = malloc (size);
    if (NULL == current) {
        return 0;
    }

    /* We start with a subarray of length 1 already sorted, so
     we need iterations to sort each larger subarray from length 2
     up to the full length of the array. */
    for (sorted = 2; n_elts >= sorted; sorted++) {
        /* Keep track of the line being moved into position. */
        memcpy (current, array + (sorted - 1) * size, size);

        /* Move other array entries aside to make room for "current." */
        for (index = sorted - 1; 0 < index; index--)
        {
            /* Check the order of "current" against the line before
             that at index. If it's still smaller, move the line
             and continue the loop. Otherwise, we've found the place
             to which we must move "current." */
            if (is_smaller (current, array + (index - 1) * size)) {
                memcpy (array + index * size, array + (index - 1) * size, size);
            } else {
                break;
            }
        }

        /* Store current in the right place. */
        memcpy (array + index * size, current, size);
    }

    /* Get rid of the temporary space. */
    free (current);

    /* Return success! */
    return 1;
}

static int
string_less_than (void* one, void* two)
{
    return (strcmp (*(char**)one, *(char**)two) < 0);
}
Hierarchies of Structures

In Prog 11, we used one structure as a field of another.

```
struct save_games {
    save_info_t info;
}
```

The "info" just happened to be at the start of the "game" structure.

We can use that idea to create hierarchies of different types of structures:

- common initial fields
- different overall
Example: just the pointers in a sentinel (page 10)

```c
struct double-list-t S
    double-list-t* next;
    double-list-t* prev;

S;
```

```c
struct S
    double-list-t* links;
    item-fields

S;
```

now "inventory" can be a double-list-t

+ saves a little space
- need lots of explicit pointer costs in C (compiler cannot check these!)
more useful: combine a variety of types

example: citation/bibliographic database

- double-list
  - next, prev

- reference
  - common to all
    - author-list
      - title
      - year
    - paper-list
      - related-contents-list
        - pages
        - month
    - conf-paper-list
      - conference-name
      - place
      - ISBN
  - book
    - publisher
    - address
    - ISBN
  - textbook
    - topic
    - student-level
  - series
    - editor
    - series-name
(omitting typedefs)

```c
struct double-list-t {
    double-list-t* next;
    double-list-t* prev;
};
```

```c
struct reference-t {
    double-list-t link;
    char* author-list;
    char* title;
    int year;
};
```

```c
struct book-t {
    reference-t ref;
    char* publisher;
    char* address;
    union {long long ISBN;
};
```

**Notice**

Any pointer to a book_t is also a pointer to a reference_t AND a pointer to a double-list_t.
void print_citation (reference-tk ref);

Let's write a loop that prints citations for all items in a library...

static double-list* library; = a sentinel

double-list-tk elt;

for(elt = library->next; &library != elt;
    elt = elt->next) {

    print_citation ((reference-tk) elt);

} ok if all of our list elements are reference-tks.